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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

What is the expected result based on the configuration shown in the exhibit? 

A. To discourage IBGP routers from using the path through 10.10.10.2 

B. To encourage IBGP routers to use the path through 10.10.10.2 

C. To discourage EBGP routers from using the path through 10.10.10.2 

D. To encourage EBGP routers to use the path through 10.10.10.2 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 2

Which two statements correctly describe BGP operation? (Choose two.) 

A. IBGP does not advertise routes learned from other IBGP neighbors. 

B. IBGP advertises routes learned from other IBGP neighbors. 

C. EBGP advertises routes learned from other IBGP or EBGP neighbors. 

D. EBGP does not advertise routes learned from other EBGP neighbors. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

You are asked to provide redundancy to avoid a single point of failure for your route reflector cluster groups. 

Which action will accomplish this task? 

A. Configure unique cluster IDs for each client within a route reflector cluster group. 

B. Configure two route reflectors for each route reflector cluster group. 

C. Configure a full IBGP peer mesh between clients within the route reflector cluster group. 

D. Configure the no-client-reflect parameter on the route reflector. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are asked to configure auto-RP as part of a new PIM sparse mode deployment in your network. Which two
configuration tasks are required? (Choose two.) 

A. All RP routers must be configured with the mapping auto-RP role. 

B. All RP routers must be configured with the discovery auto-RP role. 

C. All non-RP routers must be configured with the mapping auto-RP role. 

D. All non-RP routers must be configured with the discovery auto-RP role. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are asked to deploy VPLS in your network as a new service for several customers and must identify the
configuration and provisioning requirements. Which two statements are correct? (Choose two.) 
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A. PE routers must include a VRF routing instance. 

B. PE interfaces facing customers must have family VPLS configured. 

C. PE routers must create a unique site ID for each CE device. 

D. CE routers must be configured with their assigned route target. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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